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Questions & Answers: MATTHEW NOON 

Q: Could you please rephrase/explain what is that service in Lisbon seen as a breakthrough when delivered 

using electric vehicles? Cash services, I guess?  

A: Prior to the last couple of years, Electric Freight Vehicles (EFVs) in most instances were still being used in 

limited, non-large scale operations. While this has changed, it is generally limited to a few operators in 

specific operational areas such as general parcel delivery. I am unaware however of their usage in any 

sensitive logistical roles such as cash in transit (CiT). CiT requires a significantly higher level of reliability and 

safety over and above normal operations due to the staff safety and the value of the goods being carried. 

Q: How could businesses be stimulated to invest? What would be advisable policies, beyond no restrictions 

in delivery window? How could local administration policy makers stimulate uptake?  

A: The main initial barrier I see with regard to businesses investing in EFVs is a lack of general awareness, 

particularly with regard to their existing vehicle operations. Companies need to ensure that they regularly 

review their vehicle requirements, mileage, and operating environments to ensure that they are fit for 

purpose. In a lot of cases, the choice of vehicle selection is subject to less scrutiny and evaluation compared 

to other business decisions.  

Before purchasing or replacing a vehicle you should: 

1. Clarify its purpose – Why do you need the vehicle? How will it be used? What geographical area is it 

expected to cover? 

2. For existing vehicles, what is the daily, weekly or annual mileage and fuel usage. What is it carrying? 

3. How is the vehicle used outside normal work hours? Parked on street or off street? Used for 

commuting purposes? What is the availability (potential) of charging infrastructure. 

4. Calculate the Total Cost of Ownership – Purchase price, depreciation, insurance, servicing and fuel 

costs. This is particularly important as TCO for EFVs should be calculated over a longer time period. 

The effective life cycle of an EFV is greater than ICE vehicles due to the lack of moving parts which 

normally are considered to limit their financial life span. 

In addition to this, consideration should be given to the financial incentives offered by national and regional authorities. 

In the UK, these include: 

o Plug-in Vehicle grants – 20% discount of the price of eligible vans, up to a value of £8,000 

o Company car tax (Benefit in kind) - Zero tail pipe emissions cars are exempt from Company Car Tax 

o Capital Allowance - New cars under 95g/km of CO2 eligible for 100% cost claim against 

business profits in the year of purchase 

o Vehicle Excise Duty- The current VED scale provides a zero rate for vans that have zero 

tailpipe emissions 
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o Congestion Charge- Vans (<3.5t) which emit under 75g/km of CO2 qualify for a 100% 

congestion charge discount 

 

In terms of general policies that could be implemented, these can be enabling or restrictive. Depending on the 

local conditions, I would suggest that enabling policies for EFVs can range from free parking, enhanced 

access via relaxation of delivery restrictions, discounts on tolls and charges through to positive 

discrimination that reflects wider EFV benefits such as sustainable procurement policies for local authorities 

or public bodies. To supply public organisations, if all companies/logistic chains had to be zero or low 

emission this would support market development without undue distortion or imposing blanket costs on 

the industry. I favour the latter as it lets the market operate without creating additional issues. While 

incentives such as access to priority vehicle lanes e.g., bus lanes are very attractive, at the point where EFV 

numbers increase substantially, they will then need to be removed or problems associated with delaying 

buses etc will compromise wider policy objectives. 

On a wider note, the main challenge is addressing the implicit subsidy given to ICE vehicles. The emissions 

from ICE vehicles, particularly NOx and PMx impose significant health costs on the general community and 

public health budgets. If this was accounted for in fuel/emission taxes, the pricing signals given would be 

clear and consistent and the revenue generated could be directed into supportive measures. 

Q: Could you please elaborate on incentives for EV adoption by private operators? Are tax incentives 

envisioned/being tested (as a result on cost internalisation)?  

A: Within the FREVUE project, we are not directly testing tax incentives. While different countries may have 

different support mechanisms, this is outside of the scope of the project. Incentives by their very nature, 

distort normal business practice and are often unsustainable in the longer term. In the initial adoption 

stages of EFVs, they can be supported to help offset the (potentially higher) cost of vehicles as production is 

still to achieve full economies of scale. 

The drivers that companies should be looking at are their internal demands. Continuing in the business as 

usual model imposes significant risks on a company whether that is fluctuating oil/diesel costs through to 

brand enhancement and overall cost management. Primarily however, climate change, in addition to city 

air quality, waste, noise and congestion issues will all affect whether businesses succeed or not. As 

customers become more active with regard to environmental issues, particularly given the poor state of air 

quality in our cities, companies that do not respond will be at a disadvantage.  

From a London perspective, in addition to the congestion charge, the Mayor has suggested that driving a Euro 

5 or earlier diesel in London should incur an extra £10 penalty to help reduce emissions. As the awareness 

and impact of poor air quality on our citizens increases, I can see this type of measure being expanded 

across other cities as well as at higher rates. 
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Q: Matthew, none of the Frevue projects includes cargo bikes? would it make sense to introduce them (for 

smaller parcels)?  

A: As an EC FP7 funded project, the aims of the project were to demonstrate plug in electric freight vehicles 

and cargo bikes were outside of the scope. That said, I would support cargo bikes in logistic operations. 

Fundamentally its about ensuring the best vehicle is employed appropriately and notwithstanding their 

minimal environmental impact, they provide access and manoeuvrability that EFVs generally cannot match. 

Q: You mention that smaller vehicles can easily be charged using conventional chargers and less need for 

rapid / fast chargers - does the same apply to larger 19t vehicles?  

A: While not being an expert on charging, the main requirement is ensuring the vehicle has sufficient charge 

to meet its operational requirements. However a larger battery back is likely to require enhanced charging 

capacity primarily due to its size. If you need to return an 80Kw battery pack to a full state of charge, it 

would be logical to look at a rapid charger rather than a standard 3 or 7Kw charger which would be suitable 

for smaller vehicles. Please note however that it is dependent on the technology in the particular vehicle as 

to what charging rate the vehicle can use. 

Q: Can we also spend some time on ICT developments like uber.com with Uber-Rush. They will play 

important on local-for-local and peer-to-peer deliveries! 

A: Uber-rush will meet a niche in logistic operations but at the point where larger or heavier goods and 

parcels are to be moved, some type of vehicle will be required. At the point where this is even greater than 

a cycle or cargo bike, EFVs should be the first consideration.  

Q: Since most freight is 'own account'.. Is there not a need for a level playing field for both 'own account' 

and 'outsourced' transport with regard to regulations? 

A: How a company reports or accounts for its freight activity will depend on the organisation. There is some 

movement towards accounting for internal vs external freight and emissions under the Greenhouse Gas 

Protocols. This is an international accounting tool for government and business to understand, quantify and 

manage their greenhouse gas emissions. Of particular note is the way it differentiates between ‘own 

account’ and ‘outsourced’ transport and has a particular standard (Scope 3) which applies to the entire 

value chain which including their outsourced freight/logistic activities. While this is still voluntary in most 

cases, the UK government has introduced regulations on the mandatory reporting of greenhouse gas 

emissions for London Stock Exchange quoted companies. With reference to the earlier answer on risk 

management, this is a good example of changing customer demand. If a small supplier is seeking to provide 

goods to a stock exchange listed company, they will also need to report on their emissions which could also 

affect whether they are successful or not. 

http://www.ghgprotocol.org/about-ghgp
http://www.ghgprotocol.org/about-ghgp
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Q: Will Uber be the new DHL? http://www.eft.com/3pllogistics/will-uber-be-new-dhl 

A: The economy performs best with good competition in the market place. As long as the necessary standards 

are in place, we should look forward to any developments that encourage, either new or existing 

businesses, to enhance their services. 

 

http://www.eft.com/3pllogistics/will-uber-be-new-dhl
http://www.eft.com/3pllogistics/will-uber-be-new-dhl

